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had asserted that we had not been so tied to France since
the days of Charles II and the secret Treaty of Dover. Is
that quite true, Eden asked; what about 1914—1918? Were
we not tied then by every bond that should sanctify friend-
ship? Supposing Mr. Lloyd George's charge is true that
France alone offends in the maintenance of her reserves and
the number of her armaments, what is the remedy ? * To
seek, by conversation, to find a basis for discussion which in
its turn might further international disarmament; or to
hector a former ally with homilies nicely calculated to offend
at the hustings each week-end? To make use of the instru-
ment of friendship or to destroy it? Where the British
Government would proceed by negotiation Mr. Lloyd
George would proceed by invective. It was ever his method.
It witnessed the nadir of British influence upon the continent
of Europe during the closing months of the Coalition. We
cannot revert to such methods without once again enduring
the humiliation of their consequences'—and so to L.G.'s
equine epithets, quoted above. Eden took up the metaphor
with relish. ' Upon the foremost of these phantom chariots
of his own imaginings rides an ex-Prime Minister of Great
Britain. He leans forward—to lash the leaders with the
thongs of mischief, and to cast squibs of suspicion under
their hooves.5
During the remaining six months of the Governments
life there was little for Eden to do but watch events. So
1929 opened in an atmosphere of political gloom and
economic foreboding, and the activities of members of
Parliament were for the most part confined to manoeuvring
for a favourable position at the forthcoming general election.
A number of by-elections cast their shadows before them,
and suggested that the position of the Government was far
from secure. Unemployment statistics had mounted to the
perturbing figure of a million and a hal£ * The achievements
of the Government', writes Mr. Spender, c though solid, did
not capture the public imagination. Mr. Baldwin's slogan
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